
 
 

 

 

 

NETHERLANDS 

Frans van der Straaten, Temporary Alternate Governor 

 

 

Chairman, President Asakawa, distinguished Governors and Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

“The only constant in life is change.” Although this quote is already 2500 years old, it has seldom 

been more true. The reality we face now, is a completely different one from the previous Annual 

Meeting in which we convened to discuss the future of the Bank and its Member states.  

 

Please allow me to commend President Asakawa, ADB Management and all Bank staff on the 

swift and thorough response to the COVID-19 crisis. We are very pleased with the way in which 

the Bank has repurposed, beefed-up, and streamlined its support to the DMCs. Indeed, in these 

exceptional times of need, the Bank has proven to be the partner of choice for many in Asia and 

the Pacific. We also hope that colleagues at the Bank are safe and healthy.  

 

After a first crisis response, we count on the Bank to assist its DMCs to build back, and to build 

back better. To manage the current and expected economic shockwaves, we fully stand behind 

the Bank in its support in building economic, financial and crisis resilience. As we are preparing 

the largest economic stimulus packages since the adoption of the SDGs and the Paris Agreement 

on Climate Change, we must apply the right priorities and criteria – so we can have an economic 

recovery powered by low carbon infrastructure, green jobs and resilient livelihoods. This means 

renewable energy, nature-based solutions, and resilient water and food systems. It means no 

finance for coal and upstream oil and gas. And it means helping countries to end fossil fuel 

subsidies, restructure coal mining regions, and move beyond economic dependency on oil and 

gas. The Bank should lead the way by promoting investments in an economic recovery that is 

sustainable, inclusive and resilient – not by promoting a single-minded focus on supply-side 

reforms, important as they can be.  

 

We look forward to a number of important discussions that are tabled for the coming year. We are 

committed to remain a strong partner of the Bank, especially where it supports the poorest and 

most vulnerable. In that vein, the Netherlands pledged an extra 10% to the replenishment of 

ADF13. We thank management for suggesting having an in-depth discussion on the future of the 

Fund and the future of the TASF and look forward to a fruitful exchange. We also very much 

welcome the upcoming discussions, together with other stakeholders, on the revision of 

safeguards. We see this update as an excellent opportunity to incorporate best practices of other 

IFIs, and to make sure that the Bank remains one of the frontrunners in this area. Finally, we very 
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much welcome a discussion on the energy strategy of the Bank. In line with our ambition to build 

back better, and in order to have the Bank and its interventions be Paris aligned as soon as 

possible, we attach great importance to updating the energy strategy and in making sure that 

renewable energy is at the helm of the Bank’s energy interventions.  

 

We strongly encourage the ADB to continue demonstrating climate leadership in the region, 

encouraging countries in their low carbon climate resilient development pathways. To safeguard 

economic growth in the long term, the direction of economic growth has to change. Green and 

inclusive recovery must be placed at the heart of the agenda fostering extra economic growth and 

creating additional jobs.  

 

Mr. President, let me thank you again for your tireless efforts in guiding the Bank and its member 

countries through these difficult times. We look forward to continuing our long-standing 

partnership on our joint commitment to the sustainable development of Asia and the Pacific. 

  

Thank you. 


